
E. Breeze Bio 

 

The experienced frontman for industrial hip-hop superstars, E. Breeze, born Earl Lloyd, 
is a hip-hop artist, songwriter, and lyricist with impeccable rhyme skills and distinctive 
flow. Born in Washington, North Carolina, E. Breeze was fascinated by hip-hop from a 
very tender age, right from the first time he listened to it.   With more than 7 years of 
musical experience in the hip-hop industry, E.Breeze is regarded as one of the most 
sought-after and energetic prodigies in rap music. 

Unlike some hip-hop artists who just rap without discernible lyrics, E. Breeze delivers 
authentic rhymes and relatable lyrical pieces that resonate with his listeners. His flows 
transition over the top-end of every track he puts out, a quality that can be connected to 
his role models. E. Breeze was highly motivated by the lives of legendary rap gods such 
as LL Cool J, 2Pac, Nas, GZA, and a host of other notable rappers that rule the hip-hop 
genre. 

As a solo artist and producer, E. Breeze has put out some highly acclaimed gigs and 
tracks, performing on stage on numerous occasions, and has toured many states 
across the U.S. His success as a solo artist is best exemplified in three different albums 
that were highly successful. E. Breeze released his first album in 2020, which was 
packed with ‘chart-grazing’ tracks that turned out to be an introduction to the rapper’s 
bottomless artistic prowess. He followed up the success with another album in 2021 
with incredible quality that underlines his unwavering commitment to original 
productions and innovative edits without anchoring too much on remixes.  In 2022, he 
released yet another album that further highlighted his authenticity, the hallmark that 
distinguished him from a lot of other rappers.  His most notable mixtapes called 24 
Mega Hertz and Da Worldwide Struggle has garnered the attention of many long-time 
hip hop fans who have been yearning for music with authenticity. Moreover, E. Breeze's 
success story did not come only from being a solo artist. 

Several of the acclaimed projects and successes E. Breeze has achieved such as the 
popular Wavematic, Da Worldwide Struggle, and a few others, also came from working 
in a group consisting of other equally incredible artists and promising talents. He is part 
of a group called “3rdwurld” and some of the group’s members are renowned artists with 
creative gifts. As a group artist, E. Breeze showcases his ability to work in a team as a 
team player, with excellent maturity, and cohesion that culminated in scalable 
performances both on and off the musical stage. E. Breeze uses group chemistry to 
weave his own lifestyle, tell his stories, and demonstrate his extroverted tendencies and 
views on various core issues that affect his life and life in general.  



E. Breeze's impressive accomplishments are further complimented by his 
entrepreneurial skills, a shrewd businessman who knows how to lay the best plans for 
guaranteed success and return on investment. As a producer, E. Breeze has worked 
under his own label named “Soldiers of Da Struggle” and has also worked with Scratch 
Mobb Records to produce a catalog of quality and substance. Today, he continues to 
strive for more success, overcoming different complexities and obstacles such as 
funding to produce music on a continual basis.        

     


